When each hour of downtime costs considerable money, using VMware Powered DRaaS means quicker recovery while enjoying a familiar, unified management interface that makes setting up and managing your disaster recovery solution a snap.

You’ve invested in VMware to power your enterprise, but you also need the security and flexibility of an off-premises, cloud-based disaster recovery solution that’s designed specifically for your VMware environment.

When each hour of downtime costs considerable money, using VMware Powered DRaaS means quicker recovery while enjoying a familiar, unified management interface that makes setting up and managing your disaster recovery solution a snap.

GETTING STARTED WITH VMWARE POWERED DRAAS
Setting up your VMware-native disaster recovery as a service from a qualified VMware Cloud Provider is easy. Just fill out a simple form and with a few clicks, VMware will connect you with the partner of your choice to start enjoying cloud-based disaster recovery.

Cost of downtime $100,000 USD per hour

1. Forbes. (26 April 2018). Why CTOs And CIOs Should Care More About the Cost of Downtime

SIMPLE
- Offload operations to a trusted partner
- Setup and validate in minutes
- Utilize existing VMware investments
- 5-minute recovery point objectives (RPOs)

COST-EFFECTIVE
- Zero capital investment
- Control disaster recovery costs
- No disaster recovery infrastructure to manage
- Easily accommodate growth

SECURE
- VMware Cloud Provider manages security
- Industry-standard SSL encryption built in
- Secure from on-premises to the cloud and back

Find a proven VMware Cloud Provider offering modern DRaaS today by visiting http://bit.ly/vmw_draas

VMWARE POWERED DISASTER RECOVERY-AS-A-SERVICE
Enjoy easy, VMware-native cloud-based disaster recovery